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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Flexible flatfoot (FFF) is a very common condition in children, but no evidence-
based guidelines or assessment tools exist. Yet, surgical indication is left to the 
surgeon’s experience and preferences.

AIM 
To develop a functional clinical score for FFF [Catania flatfoot (CTF) score] and a 
measure of internal consistency; to evaluate inter-observer and intra-observer 
reliability of the CTF Score; to provide a strong tool for proper FFF surgical 
indication.

METHODS 
CTF is a medically compiled score of four main domains for a total of twelve 
items: Patient features, Pain, Clinical Parameters, and Functionality. Each item 
refers to a specific rate. Five experienced observers answered 10 case reports 
according to the CTF. To assess inter- and intra-observer reliability of the CTF 
score, the intra-class correlation coefficients’ (ICCs) statistics test was performed, 
as well as to gauge the correlation between the CTF score and the surgical or 
conservative treatment indication. Values of 75% were chosen as the score cut-off 
for surgical indication. Sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio (PLHR), 
negative likelihood ratio (NLHR), positive predictive value (PPV), and negative 
predictive value (NPV).

RESULTS 
Overall interobserver reliability ICC was 0.87 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.846-
0.892; P < 0.001]. Overall intra-observer reliability ICC was 0.883 (95%CI: 0.854-
0.909; P < 0.001). A direct correlation between the CTF score and surgical 
treatment indication [Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.94 (P < 0.001)] was found. 
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According to the 75% cut-off, the sensitivity was 100% (95%CI: 83.43%-100%), specificity was 85.71% (95%CI: 
75.29%-92.93%), PLHR was 7 (95%CI: 3.94-12.43), NLHR was 0 (95%CI: 0-0), PPV was 75% (95%CI: 62.83%-84.19%) 
and NPV was 100% (95%CI: 100%-100%).

CONCLUSION 
CTF represents a useful tool for orthopedic surgeons in the FFF evaluation. The CTF score is a quality 
questionnaire to reproduce suitable clinical research, survey studies, and clinical practice. Moreover, the 75% cut-
off is an important threshold for surgical indication and helps in the decision-making process.
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Core Tip: There was no validated children’s flexible flatfoot questionnaire in the literature. Catania flatfoot is a medical score 
of four main domains for a total of twelve items: Patient features, pain, clinical parameters, and functionality. The tool was 
easy to perform and reproduce in clinical research, survey studies, or clinical practice. The 75% cut-off is an important 
threshold for surgical indication and help in the decision-making process.
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INTRODUCTION
The flexible flatfoot (FFF), known as pes planus, is a very common condition in children characterized by loss of the 
medial arch and an increase in the support base along with valgus of the hindfoot, yet 40 different definitions were 
formulated[1]. FFF is associated with anatomical conditions, including valgus heel, subluxation of the subtalar joint with 
intra-rotation of the talus and flexion of plantar abduction of the mid-tarsal joint with naval dorsal subluxation[2]. 
Generally, FFF is an age-related physiological variant, not a disease, and its incidence decreases significantly in terms of 
increased age: In children 3-years-old, it is 54%, whereas in children 6-years-old, it is 24%[3]. A history should include 
pain, location, intensity, functional problems, while trauma or recurrent ankle sprains should be specifically questioned. 
FFF is typically an asymptomatic condition[4]. Lower limb pain[5] and lower limb function[6] were found as the main 
manifestations in symptomatic FFF. Until 2022, more than 300 scientific articles were published, without evidence-based 
guidelines. The challenge for health professionals is to identify when a child’s foot is consistent with developmental 
expectations, particularly in relation to foot posture, and/or function to reassure, monitor or intervene accordingly[7-10]. 
Therefore, the measure to indicate where foot posture is outside of expected flatness in children (i.e., the diagnoses of flat 
foot) must be valid, reliable, and appropriate for developing foot posture typically observed. Recently, a systematic 
review[1] highlighted there was no consistency used to determine pediatric FFF in the literature or the choice of foot 
posture measures, in relation to validity and reliability, which was rarely justified. A surgical indication was in effect for 
the surgeon’s experience[11,12]. The purpose of the study was to develop new functional clinical scores for FFF to assess 
toddlers and adolescent patients’ characteristic functionality [Catania flatfoot (CTF] Score) and measure of internal 
consistency; to evaluate inter- and intra-observer reliability of the CTF Score; and to provide a reliable tool for proper FFF 
surgical indication.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
CTF score development
The CTF Score development was composed of two parts, the CTF Score Conception and CTF Score Composition and 
Scoring.

CTF score conception: An orthopedic team was involved in developing the questionnaire. The CTF score was designed to 
be used in different clinical settings, including clinical research, survey studies, and clinical practice to assess FFF-affected 
patients and possibly assess changes with treatment. The development team was composed of two senior orthopedic and 
trauma surgeons (Vito Pavone and Gianluca Testa), and one pediatric orthopedic (fully-trained) resident (Andrea Vescio). 
At an early stage, an author (Andrea Vescio) search was done to analyze the functional foot and ankle score previously 
described and developed as the CTF score. Senior authors (Vito Pavone and Gianluca Testa) reviewed and validated the 
scores.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2218-5836/full/v14/i10/755.htm
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CTF score composition and scoring: The questionnaire is a medically-compiled score of four main domains for a total of 
twelve items: Patient features (2 items), pain (1 item), clinical parameters (5 items), and functionality (4 items). Each item 
refers to a specific rate as reported in Supplementary Table 1. The lowest achievable value is -80, while the highest is 170. 
Calculation of the CTF score is based on the following formula:

The value is expressed as a percentage: Higher percentages are associated with a lower clinical presentation.

CTF score patient features domain: Patient features are composed of two items aimed to assess the principal general 
parameters of the evaluated subject. The first item is related to age; the second is linked to laxity. Hypermobility can be 
assessed according to the passive dorsiflexion of the fifth hand finger and thumbs, elbow, and knee hyperextension.

CTF score pain domain: The pain domain was composed of one item to assess generalized pain of the foot or ankle, as 
well as in the plantar arch, heel, tibialis posterior tendon, and fascia.

CTF score clinical parameters domain: The clinical parameters domain is composed of five items to assess the callous 
present, valgus of hindfoot, longitudinal arch, forefoot abduction, and triceps contracture. For each item, three answers 
are admissible: “none”, “mild”, and “severe”. The first item “callous” allows for two answers: “yes” and “no”.

CTF score functionality domain: The functionality domain provides four items to evaluate the patient’s capacities. 
Fatigue, inadequate physical and sport performance, and wear of orthosis is recorded. The first and last items of the 
section (“fatigue” and “orthosis”) allow for two answers: “yes” and “no”, while others provide “none”, “mild”, and 
“severe”.

Evaluation materials
A review of all infants, toddlers, and adolescents admitted through the pediatric orthopedic ambulatory were carried out. 
For each patient the following demographic and clinical data captured: Gender, age, the involved side, and presence or 
absence of associated syndromes or deformities, past and recent medical history for foot and ankle discomfort or pain. 
Frontal, lateral, and posterior view photos were taken. The pictures were performed in the same positions to provide the 
more possible objectivity and recorded in an online database. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) Chronological age 
17-years-old; (2) physical and podoscopic examination; (3) complete photographic history; and (4) positive Tip Toe and 
Jack test; all cases were examined by the same expected pediatric orthopedic team.

Evaluation contributors
Children in the study were independently examined and assessed by two orthopedic surgeons and three residents in 
pediatric orthopedics: All evaluators had previous experience of at least twenty-four months. Three assessors, two 
surgeons, and a resident completed a full program while treating over 50 FFF patients in the previous two years. All 
observers had 1 h of theoretical FFF clinical manifestation and score system training before patients’ assessment. Each 
contributor was provided with a summary of the medical history and clinical examination of the frontal, lateral, and 
posterior view photos. As per the web-based score, observers were asked about conservative or surgical indication. 
Answers were submitted via a link hosted by https://www.google.com/ forms and recorded by an Excel spreadsheet 
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA, United States). The CTF score was submitted at two different points.

Primary outcome measurement
To assess the inter- and intra-observer reliability of the CTF score, the intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) statistics 
test was performed. For scale development, it is generally accepted there should be at least five times the number of 
respondents as questions, for at least 60 in total[11].

Secondary outcome measurement
To assess the correlation between the CTF score and surgical or conservative treatment, values of 75% were used as a 
score cut-off for surgery. Sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio (PLHR), negative likelihood ratio (NLHR), 
positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were used.

Statistical analysis
Continuous data are presented as the mean and standard deviation when appropriate. The ICC (two-way random effects 
model, with single-measure reliability) was performed to evaluate intra- and interobservers’ agreement. According to the 
Koo and Li guideline, agreement below 0.50 was considered “poor”; between 0.50 and 0.74 as “moderate”; between 0.75 
and 0.89 as “good”; and above 0.90 as “excellent”[12]. The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) was utilized to assess the 
correlation between conservative or surgical treatment and the CTF score. PCC vales between -1 and 1, where values 
close to -1 indicated high negative correlation, with values close to 1 indicating a high positive correlation, and values 
close to 0 indicating no or a very week correlation.

A rule of thumb for interpreting the coefficient is provided by Colton et al[13]: (1) 0 to 0.25 (0 to -0.25) little or no 
relationship; (2) 0.25 to 0.50 (-0.25 to -0.50) fair degree of a relationship; (3) 0.50 to 0.75 (-0.50 to -0.75) moderate to good 
degree of a relationship; and (4) 0.75 to 1.00 (-0.75 to -1.00) very good to excellent relationship.

https://f6publishing.blob.core.windows.net/26f80a30-689a-4a7b-b81f-3e97544b3357/WJO-14-755-supplementary-material.pdf
https://www.google.com/
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The Bland and Altman plot was produced to analyze differences between cohort measurements. The limits of 
agreement were calculated as the mean difference ± 1.96 SD[14]. A value of 75% was chosen as a score cut-off for surgical 
indication. Sensitivity, specificity, PLHR, NLHR, PPV, and NPV were recorded. P values of less than 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS, Version 24.0 (IBM Corp., 
Armonk, NY, United States).

RESULTS
Five different experienced observers answered 10 case reports. For each patient, observers responded to 14 questions (12 
items and 2 treatment indications) for a total of 140 responses. The web-based survey was submitted at two different 
times, while 280 observations were reported.

Inter- and intra-observer reliability
Overall interobserver reliability ICC was 0.87 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.846-0.892; P < 0.001; “good”]. The ICC value 
for specialists was 0.809 (95%CI: 0.761-0.849; P < 0.001; “good”), but was 0.852 (95%CI: 0.821-0879; P < 0.001; “good”) for 
residents (Table 1).

The overall intra-observer reliability ICC was 0.883 (95%CI: 0.854-0.909; P < 0.001) and considered “good” (Table 2 and 
Figure 1).

The ICC value for specialists was 0.869 (95%CI: 0.832-0.901; P < 0.001; “good”), but was 0.878 (95%CI: 0.846-0.907; P < 
0.001; “good”) for residents (Table 1).

CTF score treatment indication correlation
A fair inverse correlation occurred between the CTF score and conservative treatment indication (PCC = -0.483; P < 0.001) 
(Figure 2A).

The direct correlation between the CTF score and surgical treatment indication (PCC = 0.94; P < 0.001) was rated “from 
good to excellent” (Figure 2B).

CTF score for linear regression
According to the 75% cut-off, sensitivity was 100% (95%CI: 83.43%-100%), specificity was 85.71% (95%CI: 75.29%-92.93%), 
PLHR was 7 (95%CI: 3.94-12.43), NLHR was 0 (95%CI: 0-0), PPV was 75% (95%CI: 62.83%-84.19%), and NPV was 100% 
(95%CI: 100%-100%).

DISCUSSION
The CTF score was found to be a valid, effective tool in flatfoot assessment. The scale was seen as good or excellent for 
inter- and intra-observer reliability, done independently with experience levels. Higher score values were directly 
correlated with surgical treatment needs, while an increase in score reduced conservative management indication. In 
addition, the 75% CTF score values were discovered as reasonable cut-off points for surgical treatment, while high 
percentages of sensitivity and specificity guaranteed safe tool utilization.

In recent surveys, European[9] and Italian[10] pediatric orthopedics underlined the absence of a specific and 
universally-recognized clinical evaluation score for juvenile FFF. The CTF Score fills the literature void and, considering 
the good results, can be proposed as a helpful tool for clinical research, survey studies, and clinical practice to assess FFF-
affected patients as well as changes with treatment.

Each domain scale was developed according to the weighted preferences of European and Italian pediatric orthopedics 
which ensure that each scale is internally consistent, i.e., measures a single trait and that each item has different levels of 
difficulty or severity.

The final instrument comprises 12 questions divided into four domains which measure problems in domains titled 
Patient features (2 items), pain (1 item), clinical parameters (5 items), and functionality (4 items). Raw domain scores can be 
transformed into percentage scores to make them easier to interpret; higher scores indicate more severe disability. The 
item has strong face validity and is included as a categorical descriptive variable but not allied to any domain scale. The 
instrument is not suitable for those who are unable to walk, or who have a significant proximal component to their 
disability.

In 2005, the American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS) members identified the Foot Function Index, and 
the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Foot and Ankle module scores as the most frequently used in the 
literature[15]. Yet, AOFAS[16], Foot and Ankle Ability Measure[17], and the Rowan Foot Pain Assessment Questionnaire
[18] were commonly utilized for foot and ankle disorder evaluation. On the other hand, previous scores were not specific 
for children or flatfoot, because they were developed for adult generalized foot and ankle disease or ankle osteoarthritis.

The Oxford Ankle Foot Questionnaire for Children (OxAFQ-C) is the only validated tool in the pediatric population to 
measure the subjective well-being of children from 5- to 16-years-old with foot and ankle conditions[19]. The major limit 
of the OxAFQ-C is its patient-reported nature, as several studies report a tendency in children to score themselves higher 
than their parents[20,21], while the physician CTF Score report an intra-observer reliability of 0.883, with the OxAFQ-C 
domain reliability rating at 0.6 and 0.83. In addition, the tool was useful for physicians with an intra- and interobserver 
reliability of 0.852 and 0.878, respectively.
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Table 1 Intra-observer reliability intra-class correlation coefficients values

95% confidence interval
Sample ICC

Lower limit Upper limit
Value P value

Overall 0.883 0.854 0.909 7.513 < 0.0001

Specialists 0.869 0.832 0.901 27.523 < 0.0001

Residents 0.878 0.846 0.907 44.351 < 0.0001

ICC: Intra-class correlation coefficients.

Table 2 Interobserver reliability intra-class correlation coefficients values

95% confidence winterval
Sample ICC

Lower limit Upper limit
Value P value

Overall 0.870 0.846 0.892 34.479 < 0.0001

Specialists 0.809 0.761 0.849 9.475 < 0.0001

Residents 0.852 0.821 0.879 18.272 < 0.0001

ICC: Intra-class correlation coefficients.

Figure 1 Bland Altman plots according overall intra-observer reliability intra-class correlation coefficients. ICC: Intra-class correlation 
coefficients.

Since March 2020, the pandemic emergency raised questions about alternatives to normal clinical activity to avoid 
overcrowding in departments; for less risk of contagions, many checkups were procrastinated. This issue caused a 
possible loss of patient follow-up, which can reflect on the clinic and its outcomes. The necessity to develop management 
protocols highlights telemedicine as a valid alternative in particular conditions vs the face-to-face clinic, with safety 
margins and economic savings. The CTF score was administered with a web-based database, well-tolerated by observers; 
moreover, despite assessment of foot functionality, the CTF Score does not include a range of motion evaluation. The 
score was considered a good remote follow-up tool. The authors intend to promote the distribution of the score and face-
to-face and remote validation.

Surgical treatment is still debated, as Bouchard and Mosca[22] suggested that surgical management be used only in 
Achilles’ tendon retraction, while several authors highlighted issues of fatigue, inadequate physical performance, and 
pain as the main parameters for the decision-making process[23]. The 75% CTF score cut-off presented high sensitivity 
and specificity as reasonable cut-offs for surgical treatment. The tool does not replace the surgeon’s experience, but 
represents a helpful orthopedic decision-making process. The CTF provides to general or pediatric physicians, podiatrist, 
physiotherapists, young or non-pediatric orthopedic trained orthopedic surgeons a common accepted and objective 
additional tool for the correct flatfoot grade and eventually surgical indication. The patient and family history, body 
posture assessment remain mandatory for the proper assessment. Future research into the development and validation of 
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Figure 2 Scatter plot. A: The correlation between the Catania flatfoot (CTF) score and the conservative treatment indication; B: The correlation between the CTF 
score and the surgical treatment indication.

the questionnaire will assess whether the instrument is responsive to change. We will administer the questionnaire to 
general non-pediatric orthopedic surgeons, and reassess test-retest reliability while monitoring dimensionality and 
scaling of the instrument as more data become available.

The limits of the score are related to the domains compilation, in fact, the valgus of the hindfoot, longitudinal arch, 
forefoot abduction, and triceps contracture assessment are related to the physician or surgeon experience, and the fatigue, 
inadequate physical and sport performance items are related to the patient consciousness. In the future, the development 
of new and more objective criteria could make the CTF more usable.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the CTF Score is useful for orthopedic surgeons in the juvenile FFF evaluation. The CTF score is derived 
from a high-quality questionnaire for clinical research, survey studies, or clinical practice. The 75% cut-off point is a good 
threshold for surgical indication and decision-making. Given widespread use of telemedicine, the CTF score is also seen 
as an objective remote clinical examination.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Flexible flatfoot (FFF) is a very common condition in children, but no evidence-based guidelines or assessment tools exist. 
Yet, surgical indication is left to the surgeon’s experience and preferences.

Research motivation
The lack of common diagnostic criteria for FFF.

Research objectives
To develop a functional clinical score for FFF [Catania flatfoot (CTF) score] and a measure of internal consistency; to 
evaluate interobserver and intra-observer reliability of the CTF Score; to provide a strong tool for proper FFF surgical 
indication.

Research methods
CTF is a medically compiled score of four main domains for a total of twelve items: Patient features, Pain, Clinical 
Parameters, and Functionality. Each item refers to a specific rate. Five experienced observers answered 10 case reports 
according to the CTF. To assess inter- and intra-observer reliability of the CTF score, the intra-class correlation coeffi-
cients’ (ICCs) statistics test was performed, as well as to gauge the correlation between the CTF score and the surgical or 
conservative treatment indication. Values of 75% were chosen as the score cut-off for surgical indication. Sensitivity, 
specificity, positive likelihood ratio (PLHR), negative likelihood ratio (NLHR), positive predictive value (PPV), and 
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negative predictive value (NPV).

Research results
Overall interobserver reliability ICC was 0.87 (95%CI: 0.846-0.892; P < 0.001). Overall intra-observer reliability ICC was 
0.883 (95%CI: 0.854-0.909; P < 0.001). A direct correlation between the CTF score and surgical treatment indication 
[Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.94 (P < 0.001)] was found. According to the 75% cut-off, the sensitivity was 100% 
(95%CI: 83.43%-100%), specificity was 85.71% (95%CI: 75.29%-92.93%), PLHR was 7 (95%CI: 3.94-12.43), NLHR was 0 
(95%CI: 0-0), PPV was 75% (95%CI: 62.83%-84.19%) and NPV was 100% (95%CI: 100%-100%).

Research conclusions
CTF represents a useful tool for orthopedic surgeons in the FFF evaluation. The CTF score is a quality questionnaire to 
reproduce suitable clinical research, survey studies, and clinical practice. Moreover, the 75% cut-off is an important 
threshold for surgical indication and helps in the decision-making process.

Research perspectives
CTF needs further multicentric studies to increase its validity for diagnostic and surgical indications in FFF.
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